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PRE-PRINTED  CARD  SECURITY  FEATURES
ID Mavens offers a broad range of security features for entry to advanced secure applications. These features 
provide layers of protection against forgery by enabling card validation with the human eye (overt features) 
or with specific tools (covert and forensic features). Choose the security elements that fulfill your 
requirement to customize your pre-printed card.
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Serialization (overt)
Personalize sequence of numbers 
preprinted on the card indicated 
by the customer.

Magnetic Stripe (overt)
Magnetic band used to store data.

Microtext (covert)
Small text usually containing a 
predetermined misspelling or 
transposed character that is only 
visible with an 8x or 10x 
magnifying loop.

Laser Engraving (overt)
Laser marking using lasers to 
engrave text or image on the 
card.

Contactless Chip (overt)
A chip with embedded integrated 
circuits that lies within the card 
layers and communicates through 
radio waves instead of physical 
contact.

Guilloche Pattern (overt)
A technique in which a very 
precise and repetitive pattern is 
printed to create a multicolor and 
secure design virtually impossible 
to replicate.

Optical Variable Ink (OVI®) 
(overt)
OVI® has a two-color shift as the 
angle of view changes and the 
change in color cannot be 
replicated.

Photo Box (overt)
A reserved space for the digital 
image or photograph of the 
card recipient.

UV Black Light Ink (covert)
UV ink that glows under an 
ultraviolet light. Fluorescence 
available in blue,
green or red.
.

Opacity Mark Printing (covert)
An image preprinted on the inner 
layers of the card. This image can 
only be detectible using an 
intensely focused light source.

2-D Holographic Foil (overt)
A two-dimensional image of an 
object printed by a laser on a film 
which can be observed with 
ordinary light. 3-D holographic foil 
also available.

Clear Window (overt)
A clear core material within the 
card for additional security that 
can be customized.

Contact Chip (overt)
An embedded microchip within the 
card layers that allows for large 
amounts of data storage and 
management. The Chip is 
protected by a contact “plate” 
available in gold or silver.

Infrared Ink (covert)
Infrared ink colors become 
fluorescent when exposed to a 
certain light spectrum.


